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A new stitching interferometry based on a microscopic interferometer having peak-to-valley height accuracy of subnanometer order and lateral resolution higher than 20nm was developed to measure surface figures of large-size x-ray mirror optics. Cumulative errors of the stitching angle in a long spatial wavelength range were effectively reduced to be 1×10⁻² rad levels using another interferometer having a large cross section in the optical cavity. Some optical performances of ultraprecise x-ray mirrors, such as submicrofocused beam profile, were wave optically calculated from the measured surface figure profiles and observed at the 1 km long beamline (BL29XUL) of SPring-8. Observed and wave optically calculated results were in good agreement with a high degree of accuracy. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1569405]

I. INTRODUCTION

In third- and coming fourth-generation synchrotron radiation facilities, x-ray beams having laserlike coherency strongly encourage new instrumentation utilizing diffraction-limited focused x-ray beams or coherent x-ray imaging such as nanospectroscopy or phase-contrast tomography. However, such highly coherent x-ray sources demand an unprecedented degree of accuracy in reflective optics to suppress the interference-fringe noises in the reflected x-ray beams. The accuracy criteria to be satisfied in total-reflection mirrors for coherent x-ray sources were wave optically investigated and found to be subnanometer peak-to-valley (p–v) height accuracy over the spatial wavelength range longer than 0.1mm. In particular, surface pits and bumps having widths of around 1mm were verified to give rise to the interference fringes destructively. Some ultraprecise figure correction methods having height accuracy and lateral resolution satisfying the criteria are currently available. Plasma chemical vaporization machining (PCV) and elastic emission machining (EEM) have demonstrated highly accurate figuring with a spatial resolution close to 0.1mm. Meanwhile, the measurement of the figure with the required accuracy has become one of the strongest demands. A large variety of highly accurate figure measurement methods having a height accuracy higher than 1nm (p–v), such as long trace profilers (LTPs), laser interferometry, or contact-probe threedimensional figure testing, are currently given as figure testing methods for x-ray reflective optics. However, a lateral resolution as high as 0.1mm has not yet been established in figure testers for entire areas of mirror surfaces.

The figure testing technique studied here is a stitching method based on microscopic interferometry. The employed microscopic interferometer head (ZYG0, New view 200 HR) has a view area of 5.1×3.8mm² and a spatial resolution higher than 20μm, which satisfies the required lateral resolution in figure measurements of total-reflection mirrors for coherent hard x rays. Generally, total-reflection mirrors...
have such steep rectangular shapes that the number of stitches in the longitudinal direction often exceeds one hundred. The relative angle between neighboring shots in stitching is actually decided by minimizing the root-mean-square (rms) superposition error in the common area in each shot so that the accuracy of the stitched profile is nearly equal to that realized in each shot so long as the number of stitches is not excessive. However, the angle error $\Delta \theta$ included in each stitching is accumulated and causes problematic error in the long spatial wavelength range when the number of stitches is as large as those in the longitudinal direction of total-reflection hard x-ray mirrors.

In this study, we improved the measurement accuracy in each shot of microscopic interferometry to realize an accuracy of $1 \times 10^{-7}$ rad in neighboring stitches by developing a posture control system of the optical head both to keep the focal distance constant and to maintain a null fringe setup throughout measuring over the entire mirror surface. In addition, we proposed, in order to remove angle-error integration in long-range stitching, a novel compensation method using another interferometer which does not have sufficient lateral resolution but can measure a large-area profile in one shot.

In this measurement system, which was named microstitching interferometer (MSI), a subnanometer $(p-v)$ height accuracy and a lateral resolution higher than 20 $\mu$m was realized and confirmed by evaluating the mutual agreement between the optical performances of hard x-ray mirrors actually measured at the 1 km long beamline (BL29XUL) of SPring-8 and wave optically predicted from the measured figure profiles.

II. MICROSCOPIC INTERFEROMETRY FOR LARGE-AREA STITCHING

The focus distance error in microscopic interferometry using imaging optics seriously affects the measurement accuracy because it generates spherically distributed wave front phase errors $\Delta \varphi$, which correspond to the height error $\Delta z$ through the relation $\Delta z = \Delta \varphi \lambda / 2$, where $\lambda$ is light wavelength. Typical error profiles having a spherical shape obtained by profile measurements of an optical flat under various focus distance errors are shown in Fig. 1. Maximum measurement errors in the slope, which appear at the periphery of view areas and directly affect the stitching accuracy between neighboring shots, were evaluated by differentiating the error profiles in Fig. 1 and plotted against focus distance errors in Fig. 2. The relation shows that a focus distance error smaller than 1 $\mu$m is necessary to realize angle accuracy higher than $1 \times 10^{-7}$ rad in stitching. In the present interferometer, a feedback system, the configuration of which is schematically shown in Fig. 3, is installed to maintain a constant focus distance during microscopic imaging of the entire surface of the mirror. Mirrors are placed on the $XY$ scanning stage with three piezoelectric displacement devices (PI, P-733) which can enable two-dimensional tilting and elevating, and is aligned automatically to maintain the focus distance within one dark or bright fringe interval ($\approx 0.15 \mu$m) and to keep the null fringe setup using interference fringe patterns simultaneously monitored by an image processing system. The null fringe setup is not essential to the measurement accuracy but is effective for realizing highly accurate measurement under environmental instabilities such as the vibration of the instrument or index fluctuations caused by airflow turbulence in the optical path. Using such a feedback system, reproducibility higher than $1 \times 10^{-7}$ rad of the slope at the periphery of the view area was obtained in independently measured profiles of the same surface.

On the other hand, system error, including imperfection of the reference plate and lens aberrations, which corresponds to absolute accuracy in figure testing, was compensated for to be less than 1 nm $(p-v)$ and 0.1 nm (rms) by a well-known statistical compensation method of averaging 20 sets of profiles measured at the different points on the optical flat having a sufficiently random profile in roughness.
absolute reliability of the system error can be confirmed at every measurement by evaluating the difference profile between the two sets of system errors obtained independently. A typical difference profile is shown in Fig. 4, and the difference is seen to be small enough to confirm the high absolute reliability of the obtained system error profiles.

III. STITCHING ERROR COMPENSATION

The accuracy of the stitched figure profile in the long spatial wavelength range is still doubtful because the angle error $\Delta \theta$ has some possibility of being integrated to an unacceptable value even when each shot of microscopic imaging has a sufficient slope accuracy such as $1 \times 10^{-7}$ rad. The ambiguity can be removed by employing another interferometer which has a large cross section in the optical cavity and has sufficient accuracy in the long spatial wavelength range. For this purpose, a Fizeau interferometer (ZYGO, GPI XP-HR) with a large reference plate of 200 mm diameter, of which the absolute profiles along several lines near the centerline were proven to have the accuracy of 1 nm ($p-v$) using a three-flat test$^{23,24}$ generally adopted to measure the absolute shape of a nearly flat surface. The lateral resolution (0.4 mm), which corresponds to the pixel size of the image detector and zooming parameter, is small enough compared to the view area size of the microscopic interferometer that the stitching angle error $\Delta \theta$ at each common area can be estimated using a sufficient number of height data in each shot. However, the Fizeau interferometer does not have sufficient reproducibility of the measured profiles in the relatively short spatial wavelength range, such as shorter than 20 mm, because of environmental instability, against which the large optical cavity has some disadvantages concerning measurement accuracy. The difference profile between the independently measured profiles of a cylindrical surface is shown in Fig. 5. Height differences are distributed around a few nanometers ($p-v$) in the relatively short wavelength range such as 1–20 mm with a notable relationship with the interference fringe pattern. In contrast, a slope accuracy of $1 \times 10^{-7}$ rad and height accuracy of around 1 nm ($p-v$) are obtained in the spatial wavelength range longer than 20 mm, as understood from the low-pass-filtered profile having a cutoff length of 20 mm also shown in Fig. 5. Based on the results, the stitching angle error $\Delta \theta$ can be estimated from the difference between the simply stitched profile of the microscopic interferometer images and appropriately low-pass-filtered profile obtained using the Fizeau interferometer. An evaluation width, which corresponds to the cutoff length in the low-pass filtering of the Fizeau interferometer image and in which the angle error of each microscopic interferometer shot is evaluated and corrected to fit the Fizeau interferometer image, is employed as an adjustable parameter to achieve the maximum accuracy in the stitched profile considering the following relationships. When the evaluation width is too narrow, the estimated stitching angle error $\Delta \theta$ at each superposed area is affected by the measurement error of the Fizeau interferometer in the short spatial wavelength range. Under such a condition, $\Delta \theta$ is estimated to be a value larger than $1 \times 10^{-7}$ rad that is a guaranteed value in each microscopic interferometer imaging as just mentioned. In contrast, when the evaluation width is too wide, the estimated $\Delta \theta$ becomes smaller than the guaranteed value. However, in this case, the figure profile obtained using the Fizeau interferometer is not utilized effectively because some parts of the real surface profile included in the measured data are removed by the too strong low-pass filtering. In Fig. 6, estimated $\Delta \theta$s of the surface shown in Fig. 5 are plotted for every common area in stitching. The evaluation widths compared here are 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 25 mm. The maximum value of the estimated $\Delta \theta$ is seen to decrease with greater evaluation width and becomes $1 \times 10^{-7}$ rad at the evaluation width of 25 mm in this case. They continue to
IV. ABSOLUTE ACCURACY AND DISCUSSION

We here show some examples of estimating the absolute accuracy of the MSI. Figure 8 shows the figure profiles of the flat mirror before and after numerically controlled flattening by EEM, together with a profile precalculated in the figure correction procedures in which the stitching method was utilized to obtain the surface figure profiles. A photograph of the x-ray beam reflected by the figure-collected mirror, indicating that an intensity flatness better than 5% is realized, is also presented in Fig. 8. The interference fringes in totally reflected coherent hard x-ray beams are investigated in detail and verified to fade upon removing nanometer-order pits and bumps in the spatial wavelength range from submillimeter to a few decimals of millimeter. The findings, shown in Fig. 8, i.e., that the thickness to be removed from the premachined surface was measured by the stitching method, the corrected surface has a profile very similar to the predicted one, and the intensity flatness of the x-ray beam reflected by the mirror surface is better than 5%, show sufficient reproducibility and absolute accuracy of the MSI for it to be used as a figure testing method of total-reflection flat mirrors for coherent hard x rays.

Figure 9(a) shows the x-ray beam profile focused by an elliptically figured mirror together with the wave optically calculated beam profile from the surface figure profile shown in Fig. 9(b) which was measured by the MSI. The focused beam profile was actually observed at the 1 km long beamline of SPring-8 by an x-ray camera (HAMAMATSU, C5333). X-ray wavelength and glancing angle are 0.06 nm and 1.2 mrad, and the distance between the mirror and the x-ray camera was 166 mm.

become smaller with a further increase of evaluation widths. Then, the optimum width in this case can be determined to be 25 mm. In other words, the expected slope accuracy in this figure measurement is preset to be $1 \times 10^{-7}$ rad over the spatial wavelength range longer than the lateral resolution of the microscopic interferometer, unless the height fluctuations of 0.1 mm ($p-v$) order randomly appearing in the interferometer are a dominant factor against the obtainable accuracy in the relatively high spatial wavelength range. Such procedures to determine the best evaluation widths are done separately in suitably sectioned areas in the case that the interference fringe pattern density in the Fizeau interferometer image is widely changed on the area to be measured.

Surface profiles measured by the conventional stitching, Fizeau, and improved stitching interferometers are compared in Fig. 7. The dotted line in Fig. 7 is the figure profile directly obtained using the large-area Fizeau interferometer. The fine and bold solid lines in Fig. 7 are those obtained using the present interferometer with a simple stitching and improved stitching methods, respectively. Measurement errors in the short spatial wavelength range of the Fizeau interferometer are removed in the optimally compensated profile obtained by the improved method of the MSI. In addition, those in the long spatial range in the simply stitched profile of the microscopic interferometer are also removed.

FIG. 7. Figure error profiles measured using microscopic, Fizeau, and combined interferometers. The target figure in this case was an ellipse having maximum depth of about 3 $\mu$m.
FIG. 9. (a) Measured and reproduced intensity profiles of the focused x-ray beam. Measured profile was obtained at the 1 km long beamline of SPRing-8 by a wire scanning method with a gold wire having 0.2 mm diameter. X-ray wavelength was 0.08 nm. The mirror surface profile measured by the MSI was taken into account in the reproduced beam profile. (b) Surface figure error profile measured by the MSI. Length and breadth of the ellipse employed as a surface profile of the mirror are 1000.3 m and 48.5 mm, and effective mirror size in the longitudinal direction and focus distance are 90 and 300 mm.
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